The corticogeniculate (CG) pathway connects the visual cortex with the visual thalamus (LGN) in the feedback direction and enables the cortex to directly influence its own input. Despite numerous investigations, the role of this feedback circuit in visual perception remained elusive. To probe the function of CG feedback in a causal manner, we selectively and reversibly manipulated the activity of CG neurons in anesthetized ferrets in vivo using a combined viral-infection and optogenetics approach to drive expression of channelrhodopsin2 (ChR2) in CG neurons. We observed significant increases in temporal precision and spatial resolution of LGN neuronal responses to drifting grating and white noise stimuli when CG neurons expressing ChR2 were light activated. Enhancing CG feedback reduced visually evoked response latencies, increased spike-timing precision, and reduced classical receptive field size. Increased precision among LGN neurons led to increased spike-timing precision among granular layer V1 neurons as well. Together, our findings suggest that the function of CG feedback is to control the timing and precision of thalamic responses to incoming visual signals.
The corticogeniculate (CG) pathway connects the visual cortex with the visual thalamus (LGN) in the feedback direction and enables the cortex to directly influence its own input. Despite numerous investigations, the role of this feedback circuit in visual perception remained elusive. To probe the function of CG feedback in a causal manner, we selectively and reversibly manipulated the activity of CG neurons in anesthetized ferrets in vivo using a combined viral-infection and optogenetics approach to drive expression of channelrhodopsin2 (ChR2) in CG neurons. We observed significant increases in temporal precision and spatial resolution of LGN neuronal responses to drifting grating and white noise stimuli when CG neurons expressing ChR2 were light activated. Enhancing CG feedback reduced visually evoked response latencies, increased spike-timing precision, and reduced classical receptive field size. Increased precision among LGN neurons led to increased spike-timing precision among granular layer V1 neurons as well. Together, our findings suggest that the function of CG feedback is to control the timing and precision of thalamic responses to incoming visual signals.
corticothalamic | LGN | V1 | feedback | optogenetics T he feedforward progression of sensory information from peripheral receptors through nuclei in the sensory thalamus to the primary sensory cortex is well understood. For example, much is known about how neurons in the primary sensory cortex represent elementary sensory features based on the inputs they receive from peripheral and thalamic neurons with well-defined receptive field properties. In addition to these feedforward circuits, mammalian sensory systems include a substantial feedback projection from the primary sensory cortex to the sensory thalamus (1) . Despite a rich history of investigation, the functional role of corticothalamic feedback circuits in sensory perception remains a fundamental mystery in neuroscience.
Our goal was to determine the functional contribution of corticothalamic feedback to vision. Corticogeniculate (CG) circuits link the primary visual cortex (V1) with the lateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus (LGN) and constitute the first cortical feedback connection in the visual processing hierarchy (2) . CG axons target LGN relay neurons, local interneurons within the LGN, and neurons in the visual portion of the thalamic reticular nucleus (TRN) that inhibit LGN relay neurons (3) (4) (5) (Fig. 1A) . Based on this pattern of axonal innervation, CG modulation of LGN neurons could include both monosynaptic excitation and disynaptic inhibition of LGN relay neurons via TRN and/or local LGN inhibitory circuitry. The CG circuit is anatomically robust-cortical synapses onto LGN relay neurons far outnumber retinal synapses (4); however, the receptive fields of LGN relay neurons reflect their retinal and not their cortical inputs (6) . In part due to its subtle influence on LGN responses, the function of CG feedback has remained elusive.
There have been numerous experimental examinations of CG function-using methods with varying degrees of selectivity and/or reversibility of CG manipulation-and a corresponding variety of proposed functional roles for feedback. Some have proposed that CG feedback modulates the gain (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) and/or the spatiotemporal properties of LGN neurons (15) (16) (17) . Others have proposed that corticothalamic feedback controls whether thalamic neurons are in a state of net excitation or inhibition (8, 12) , depending upon oscillatory activity in corticothalamic networks (18) . Our goal was to conduct a causal and comprehensive examination of CG function using a combination of virus-mediated gene delivery and optogenetic strategies to selectively and reversibly manipulate the activity of CG neurons in vivo. We examined CG function in the ferret, a visual carnivore and useful model of visual system development and function (19) . We systematically measured visual responses of ferret LGN neurons to a variety of stimuli while CG feedback was optogenetically enhanced. We discovered that enhancing CG feedback significantly reduced visual response latencies, increased spike-timing precision, and increased spatial resolution among LGN neurons. Enhancing CG feedback did not alter contrast sensitivity or spatial/temporal frequency tuning preferences of LGN neurons, although LGN neuronal responses to gratings varying in temporal frequency were slightly enhanced. Our findings suggest that the overall function of corticothalamic feedback in sensory perception is to control the temporal precision and spatial resolution of thalamic responses to incoming sensory inputs to boost the efficacy of feedforward signal transmission to the cortex.
Results
Using optogenetics, a technology that enables selective and reversible manipulation of neuronal activity in the intact brain (20) , we performed a causal experiment to determine the influence of CG feedback on LGN neurons. To selectively and reversibly manipulate
Significance
The functional role of corticothalamic circuits, connecting the cortex to the thalamus in the feedback direction, has remained a fundamental mystery in neuroscience. In spite of the fact that corticothalamic inputs are numerous, their influence on thalamic activity is modest. We used an innovative combination of virus-mediated gene delivery and optogenetics to probe the function of corticothalamic feedback in vision. We found that corticothalamic feedback does not alter the visual response properties of thalamic neurons, but instead controls the timing and fidelity of their responses to incoming visual inputs. Thus, our results provide an answer to a long-standing question in neuroscience: A key function of corticothalamic feedback is to control the timing and precision of thalamic responses.
the activity of CG neurons in ferrets, we used a glycoprotein (G)-deleted rabies virus (SADΔG-ChR2-mCherry) that acts as a vehicle for the delivery and expression of optogenetic (channelrhodopsin2; ChR2) and fluorescent (mCherry) proteins (21, 22) . G-deleted rabies virus is taken up by axon terminals and moves exclusively in the retrograde direction to infect cell bodies but is prohibited from crossing synapses (22) (23) (24) (25) . We took advantage of the fact that CG neurons are the only visual cortical neurons that project axons to the LGN (26) (27) (28) , combined with the exclusively retrograde action of G-deleted rabies virus, to selectively infect CG neurons following injection of virus into the LGN (29) (Fig.  1A) . In 11 adult ferrets, we injected small volumes (∼5 μL) of virus into the LGN (Fig. 1B and SI Appendix, Fig. S1 A and B) , which resulted in virus infection of multiple neuronal populations including retinogeniculate neurons, TRN neurons, LGN interneurons (SI Appendix, Results and Figs. S1B and S2A), and CG neurons ( Fig.  1C and SI Appendix, Fig. S1 C and D) . Consistent with prior studies of retrograde-labeled CG neurons (26, (29) (30) (31) , virus-infected CG neurons were entirely restricted to layer 6 of areas 17 and 18 in the visual cortex ( Fig. 1C and SI Appendix, Fig. S1 C and D) . In 9 control animals, virus injections into structures surrounding the LGN, including the white matter, ventricle, hippocampus, and somatosensory cortex, resulted in no infected neurons in the LGN or visual cortex, indicating that virus was not taken up by axons of passage.
Seven to 11 days following surgical injection of virus into the LGN, we performed neurophysiological recordings of V1 and LGN neurons while animals were anesthetized and paralyzed. We inserted a 24-contact linear multielectrode array into V1 and verified post hoc that electrodes were placed within patches of infected CG neurons (SI Appendix, Fig. S1D ). We also placed a 7-channel multielectrode array into the LGN such that V1 and LGN recording sites were retinotopically aligned (SI Appendix, Figs. S1A and S2F). To verify that infected CG neurons were directly modulated by LED stimulation, we recorded extracellularly from neurons spanning the full cortical depth of V1 in four experimental animals, and measured neuronal responses to LED flashes focused on the V1 cortical surface in the absence of visual stimulation. LED flashes in the absence of visual stimulation directly modulated spiking activity of individual V1 neurons located on deep-layer contacts of the linear array (Fig. 1C ) and modulated population activity within V1, beginning with a current sink localized to layer 6 that was time-locked to LED flash onset (Fig. 1D) . Putative CG neurons, termed LED-responsive (LEDR) neurons, were defined according to three criteria: location on deep-layer contacts of the linear array, time-locked LED-only stimulation of local field potentials recorded from the same contacts, and significant LED-only modulation of firing rate ( Fig. 1 E and F ; see SI Appendix, Materials and Methods for further details). Our "hit rate" for recording LEDR neurons was 75%. The average LED flash onset response latency among LEDR neurons was 5.7 ± 1.2 ms (LED flashes were ∼5 ms in duration), indicating that individual LEDR neuronal responses to LED flashes were fast and timelocked, with little temporal jitter (see SI Appendix, Results for further details). LED flashes at increasing flash frequencies significantly enhanced the response magnitude of LEDR neurons (P = 0.0002) but did not change the responses of other V1 neurons (non-LEDR neurons) or LGN neurons relative to spontaneous levels ( Fig. 1 E  and F) . Only 2 out of 21 LGN neurons demonstrated a significant increase in response magnitude with LED-only stimulation, likely due to high convergence of infected CG axons onto these neurons LGN neurons (green). Normalized spontaneous activity levels for each neuron type are indicated to the right of the curves. Error bars represent SEMs. (F) Percent change in response magnitude relative to spontaneous activity levels (indicated by the dashed line) with LED-only stimulation for V1 LEDR neurons (n = 15; orange; average change in LEDR response magnitude is 152 ± 31%), neighboring V1 non-LEDR neurons within 147 μm on average of LEDR neurons (n = 19; red; average change in non-LEDR response magnitude is 77 ± 5%), and LGN neurons (n = 21; green; average change in LGN response magnitude is 98 ± 17.3%). Error bars represent SEMs, and the asterisk indicates that the LED significantly enhanced the magnitude of V1 LEDR neuronal responses compared with other V1 and LGN neurons, which were not modulated (P = 0.0002). spk, spike; w/, with.
(SI Appendix, Results and Fig. S2 ). Importantly, the LED had no impact on LGN or V1 neuronal activity in control animals, in which no CG neurons expressed ChR2 (SI Appendix, Results and Fig. S2E ). Furthermore, spontaneous and visually evoked firing rates of LGN and V1 neurons were not statistically different across experimental and control animals, indicating that virus infection did not alter neuronal physiology (SI Appendix, Results).
CG Feedback Reduces Response Latency and Increases Spike-Timing
Precision Among LGN Neurons. Having verified that LED stimulation activated virus-infected CG neurons in vivo, we next examined neuronal responses to visual stimuli under conditions with and without LED stimulation of CG feedback. In six experimental animals, we measured neuronal responses to m-sequence stimuli with and without continuous LED illumination. Continuous LED illumination paired with m-sequence visual stimulation increased the magnitude of V1 LEDR neuronal responses but did not alter overall response patterns relative to m-sequence-only stimulation and did not cause long-term saturation or suppression of LEDR neuronal activity (SI Appendix, Results and Fig. S3 ). Fig. 2A illustrates spike-triggered average (STA) frames for two representative LGN neurons (Left: ON neuron in Top two rows; OFF neuron in Bottom two rows; stars mark STA frames with peak pixel brightness) and temporal STA curves illustrating changes in peak pixel brightness across frames (Right). For these representative LGN neurons, both the temporal STA peak time (arrowheads in Fig. 2A , Right) and the full width at half height of the temporal STA were reduced with LED stimulation of CG feedback. Similar reductions in peak STA time and full width at half height of the temporal STA were observed across the sample of LGN neurons ( Fig. 2 B and C and Table 1 ). The dramatic reductions in peak STA time and full width at half height of the temporal STA with LED stimulation of CG feedback suggest that enhanced CG feedback reduced stimulus-evoked response latencies among LGN neurons. These findings predict that LED stimulation of CG feedback should also reduce onset response latencies and variance of LGN neurons when stimulated with additional visual stimuli such as gratings.
We directly tested this prediction by examining the onset response latencies and spike-timing precision of LGN neuronal responses to repeated presentations of phase-reversing sinusoidal gratings with and without LED stimulation of CG feedback in six experimental animals. LED stimulation paired with grating presentation consisted of LED flashes synchronized to the start of each grating cycle (corresponding to every-other phase reversal). As illustrated for a single representative LGN neuron, LED stimulation of CG feedback sharpened the timing of LGN responses to each presentation of the preferred visual stimulus phase ( Fig. 3 A and B) . Supporting our prediction, LED stimulation of CG feedback led to a significant reduction in the onset response latencies of both LGN X and Y neurons (Fig . 3C and Table 2 ; refer to Materials and Methods for LGN neuronal type definitions). Furthermore, LED stimulation of CG feedback significantly increased spike-timing precision for both LGN X and Y neurons ( Fig. 3D and Table 2 ). Thus, results of both m-sequence and sinusoidal grating tests independently support the notion that enhancing CG feedback significantly sharpens the temporal precision of LGN responses to visual inputs by reducing the time to the initial spike, prioritizing the shortest latency spikes, and eliminating lagging spikes. Additionally, the observed reductions in LGN response latencies with LED stimulation of CG feedback could not be explained by contrastdependent phase advance or temporal phase advance mechanisms, nor were LED effects mediated by changes in brain state (SI Appendix, Results and Fig. S4 ).
To test the feedforward impact of CG-mediated sharpening of LGN temporal precision, we examined onset response latencies and spike-timing precision of neurons in the granular layers of V1 in three experimental animals. The granular layers include layer 4, which contains neurons that receive direct feedforward LGN input (5). We observed a nonsignificant (P = 0.2) reduction in onset response latencies among granular layer V1 neurons with LED stimulation of CG feedback (Fig. 3E ). However, we observed a significant increase in spike-timing precision among V1 granular layer neurons with LED stimulation of CG feedback (P = 0.01; Fig. 3F ). Large variations in onset response latencies among granular V1 neurons could be due to inclusion of multiple different neuronal types, including neurons not receiving direct LGN input, because onset response latencies among V1 neurons are dependent upon neuronal position within the cortical circuit hierarchy. Although spike-timing precision may also vary across V1 neuronal types, the observed increase in precision with LED stimulation of CG feedback likely arose via feedforward propagation from LGN to V1 as well as propagation among V1 circuits. These results demonstrate that enhanced CG feedback sharpens the temporal precision of LGN responses to more effectively transmit feedforward signals to V1.
Model Simulation of CG-Mediated Reduction in LGN Onset Response
Latency. The average firing rate of putative CG neurons was 11.6% (±10.95%; n = 6 LEDR neurons from three experimental animals) greater when drifting gratings were paired with LED stimulation compared with presentation of gratings alone. To explore whether a modest increase in CG firing rate is sufficient to reduce LGN onset response latencies, we performed a model simulation of LGN responses with and without LED stimulation of CG feedback (Materials and Methods). In our simplified simulation, the response of an LGN relay neuron was modeled as a weighted sum of retinal, inhibitory, and CG inputs (Fig. 4A) . We obtained weights and the inhibitory disynaptic delay time by fitting the model to average LGN peristimulus-time histograms (PSTHs) recorded with and without LED stimulation of CG feedback (Fig. 4B , blue and black curves, respectively). A small increase in the weight of CG input (∼6% increase) was sufficient to shift LGN onset response latency without altering the weights of the other inputs or the inhibitory disynaptic delay time (10 ms). A 6% increase in CG input weight is qualitatively consistent with the observed 11.6% increase in CG firing rate with LED stimulation (Fig. 4C) . Thus, our simplified model provides theoretical evidence LGN physiology data from 6 of 11 experimental animals. max, maximum; norm, normalized; SF, spatial frequency; TF, temporal frequency; w/, with; w/o, without. *Statistical comparisons are of all recorded LGN neurons (X and Y) across LED conditions because the sampled LGN subpopulations showed similar effects. Refer to figure legends for statistics for within-subpopulation comparisons (X alone, Y alone) across LED conditions. that small increases in CG neuronal firing rate can reduce the visual onset response latencies of LGN relay neurons and supports the notion that CG influence could be mediated through combination of monosynaptic excitation and disynaptic inhibition within the thalamus (Fig. 1A) .
Influence of CG Feedback on LGN Neuronal Receptive Field Size and
Tuning. Receptive fields and tuning properties of LGN neurons are mainly inherited from the retina and not from CG feedback. However, some prior studies of CG function have argued that feedback could modulate certain properties such as receptive field size (15) . We found that LED stimulation of CG feedback significantly reduced the width of the classical receptive field for LGN neurons of both ON and OFF types (Fig. 2 D and E and Table 3 ). Although the effects of LED stimulation of CG feedback on LGN neuronal receptive field size varied across neurons (Fig. 2D) , there were no relationships between CG influence on receptive field size and other neuronal characteristics such as X, Y, ON, or OFF type; preferred contrast, spatial, or temporal frequency; or retinotopic overlap with recorded LEDR neurons (P > 0.5 for all comparisons). In addition to reducing the width of the aggregate LGN classical receptive field, LED stimulation of CG feedback broadened the amplitude range within the receptive field (Fig. 2E) , suggesting that CG feedback may have altered the contributions of classical and extraclassical receptive field subunits to spatial summation within the receptive field (32) . Overall, the effect of LED stimulation of CG feedback was to narrow the spatial resolution of LGN receptive fields.
In six experimental animals, we measured LGN neuronal responses to drifting sinusoidal gratings with and without LED stimulation of CG feedback. Gratings were presented at the preferred temporal and spatial frequencies of the majority of simultaneously recorded LGN neurons, and LED flashes were synchronized to the start of each grating cycle. X and Y neuronal responses to gratings varying in contrast, spatial, and temporal frequency revealed no apparent changes in tuning curve shape with LED stimulation of CG feedback (Fig. 5 A and B and SI Appendix, Fig. S5 A and B) . Specifically, response metrics-c50 (contrast to evoke half-maximal response), preferred spatial frequency, and preferred temporal frequency-were not altered with LED stimulation (Fig. 5C and Table 2 ). Interestingly, both the maximum firing rate (at the preferred temporal frequency) and the magnitude of the temporal frequency response were significantly increased for Y LGN neurons ( Fig. 5D ; maximum firing rate and magnitude were significantly increased with LED stimulation for the whole sample of LGN neurons, but not for X LGN neurons alone; Table 2 ). It is possible that the increase in maximum firing rate and response magnitude observed for temporal frequency tuning tests was due to higher LED flash rates during temporal frequency tuning tests. During contrast and spatial frequency tuning tests, LED flashes were fixed at ∼4 Hz, in synch with the fixed temporal frequency of those gratings. During temporal frequency tuning tests, the LED flashed at progressively increasing temporal frequencies, again in synch with the increasing temporal frequencies of the gratings. We performed two analyses to explore the discrepancies in LED modulation of LGN neurons across tuning tests: (i) comparison of predicted and actual grating plus LED modulation of LGN neurons; and (ii) examination of LGN responses when visual and LED stimulation was decoupled. Errors between predicted and actual tuning curves were equivalent across tuning tests, and results of visual/LED stimulus decoupling experiments also suggested that discrepancies in LED modulation of LGN neurons across tuning tests were explained by higher LED flash rates during temporal frequency tuning tests (SI Appendix, Results).
Given the marked change in receptive field shape with LED stimulation of CG feedback, it is somewhat puzzling that no obvious changes in spatial frequency tuning were observed. This discrepancy could be due in part to approximately three times greater pixel resolution for white noise compared with grating stimuli. However, a more parsimonious explanation may be related to the fact that LED stimulation of CG feedback increased the amplitude range within the receptive field (Fig. 2E) . Spatial frequency curves are influenced by stimulus contrast and differential receptive field subunit contributions leading to changes in spatial summation within the receptive field (32) . An increase in the amplitude range (or envelop) of the receptive field (as observed in Fig. 2E ) is predicted to cause a narrowing of the spatial frequency tuning curve, especially for higher spatial frequencies, without altering the preferred spatial frequency (32) . We observed just such a narrowing of LGN spatial frequency tuning curves with LED stimulation of CG feedback (SI Appendix, Fig. S5C ). Thus, changes in receptive field shape were evident in both the white noise and grating data and together suggest that increased spatial resolution with LED stimulation of CG feedback was due to an increase in the amplitude range within the receptive field.
Finally, we examined whether LED stimulation of CG feedback altered the firing mode among LGN neurons. First, we determined that the vast majority of LGN neurons in our dataset (all but four) had spike waveforms matching regular spiking neurons (SI Appendix, Fig. S2D ) based on peak-to-trough time and amplitude, suggesting that we recorded mainly from LGN relay neurons (8) . We observed a low incidence of thalamic bursts (5) among recorded LGN neurons (<1% of spikes). A comparison of the percentage of burst spikes with and without LED stimulation of CG feedback yielded no significant change in burst firing for LGN neurons in our sample (P > 0.9).
Discussion
Characterizing the functional role of CG feedback in visual perception has remained a particularly stubborn puzzle in visual neuroscience. We took advantage of recent technological developments to selectively and reversibly manipulate the activity of CG neurons in a visual mammal, the ferret. Focal injections of rabies virus expressing ChR2 and mCherry into the LGN resulted in gene expression in CG neurons in layer 6 of the visual cortex such that CG neurons were driven by LED stimulation (Fig. 1) . We demonstrate that stimulation of CG feedback causes a reduction in the stimulus-to-response latency, independently measured with drifting grating and white noise stimuli, as well as an increase in the spike-timing precision of LGN neurons (Figs. 2  and 3 ). Furthermore, enhancing CG feedback also increased the response precision of neurons in the granular layers of V1 (Fig.  3F ). We modeled a simple circuit mechanism by which CG feedback could influence LGN temporal precision and discovered that a small increase in CG input is sufficient to shift the response latency of LGN relay neurons (Fig. 4) . Consistent with the notion that LGN tuning preferences are mainly inherited from retinal inputs, LED stimulation of CG feedback did not alter LGN neuronal tuning preferences (Fig. 5) . However, we observed a significant reduction in the size of the classical receptive field of LGN neurons with enhancement of CG feedback (Fig. 2 D and E) . Together, these findings demonstrate that CG feedback dramatically sharpens the precision of LGN neuronal responses to visual inputs by privileging the shortest latency spikes, eliminating sluggish responses, and shrinking the size of the classical receptive field. Furthermore, because increased temporal precision among LGN relay neurons is fed forward to V1, CG feedback increases the overall precision of feedforward signal transmission.
We demonstrate that CG feedback reduces the latency of LGN responses and increases the spike-timing precision of both LGN and granular layer V1 neuronal responses. We observed two significant reductions in LGN response variance with enhanced CG feedback: (i) prioritization of the shortest-latency spikes in response to incoming visual inputs, quantified as a reduction in the SD of the first spike time; and (ii) elimination of sluggish spikes, evident as a significant reduction in the full width at half height of the temporal STA. These reductions in LGN response variance are consistent with the predictions of Andolina and colleagues (16) , who found significant decreases in stimulus modulation and increases in response variability among LGN neurons when the cortex of anesthetized cats was inactivated with muscimol. Also consistent is the finding that selective destruction of CG neurons led to a broadening of the interspikeinterval distribution of tonic spikes recorded during synchronized EEG states (17) .
In parallel with our discovery that enhanced CG feedback increases the temporal precision of LGN responses, we also observed changes in LGN receptive field shape, including a reduction in the size of the classical receptive field and an increase in the amplitude range within the receptive field. The observed reduction in classical receptive field size with enhanced CG feedback is consistent with the finding that pharmacological inactivation of cat visual cortex led to an increase in the size of LGN receptive fields (15) . These authors also demonstrated that the strength of surround suppression was reduced when CG feedback was inactivated (15) . It is therefore possible that enhanced CG feedback increases the influence of the surround, leading to a reduction in the effective size of the classical receptive field. We observed narrowing and elongation of the aggregate LGN spatial receptive field and a reduction in the width of LGN spatial frequency tuning curves, consistent with the idea that enhancing CG feedback alters receptive field subunit contributions (32) . The notion that CG feedback sharpens the spatial resolution of LGN responses is further supported by computational models of LGN-V1-TRN circuits in which stimulation of retinotopically aligned V1/LGN neurons led to enhanced activity in LGN relay neurons with aligned receptive fields and suppressed activity in neighboring relay neurons (33) . Interestingly, CG feedback in the mouse visual system does not appear to modulate the size of the classical receptive field or the influence of the surround among LGN neurons (8) . Although species differences could explain these contradictory findings, the prediction that CG feedback enhances surround suppression in a highly visual mammal remains to be tested using selective methods.
It has long been suggested that the corticothalamic feedback implements gain control in the thalamus (34) . Indeed, numerous studies using a variety of experimental techniques to manipulate CG feedback have documented changes in the magnitude of LGN responses (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . Our results are consistent with some, but not all, of these observations. Specifically, our finding that enhanced CG feedback increases the magnitude of LGN responses to grating stimuli varying in temporal frequency is consistent with prior observations in anesthetized cats and primates of decreased LGN responses to moving bar or drifting grating stimuli without changes in tuning preferences when the cortex was either aspirated or cooled (9, 11) . In studies focusing on CG feedback and contrast sensitivity, cooling V1 in anesthetized monkeys led to a reduction in the gain of contrast response functions for parvocellular LGN neurons (13) , and ablating V1 in anesthetized cats resulted in decreased contrast adaptation that was more pronounced in LGN Y neurons compared with X neurons (10). In the mouse, optogenetic suppression of CG feedback resulted in a variety of contrast response magnitude changes in the LGN, including increases, decreases, and no change in contrast response magnitude (8). We did not observe systematic increases or decreases in contrast response magnitude in LGN X or Y neurons (similarly, we did not observe systematic magnitude modulation of spatial frequency responses), more consistent with the findings in the mouse visual system. Notably, some of the previously observed contrast gain changes were specific to particular LGN cell types, for example parvocellular neurons in monkey LGN (13) and Y neurons in cat LGN (10) . We also observed larger increases in the magnitude of temporal frequency responses for LGN Y neurons compared with X neurons. Together, these findings support the notion that CG feedback may affect LGN neurons in a stream-specific fashion (35) .
We propose and simulate a simple circuit mechanism, based on the known anatomy of CG circuits, by which CG feedback sharpens both the temporal and spatial resolution of LGN neuronal responses (5) . CG axons synapse onto LGN relay neurons, LGN interneurons, and TRN neurons (3) (4) (5) (Fig. 1A) , forming "modulatory" glutamatergic synapses that are facilitating, in contrast to retinogeniculate "driving" synapses onto LGN relay neurons and interneurons that are depressing (36) (37) (38) . Thus, CG feedback can both depolarize and hyperpolarize LGN relay neurons via direct monosynaptic excitation and indirect disynaptic inhibition, respectively. Through these excitatory and inhibitory connections, CG feedback could reduce LGN response latency and enhance response precision by (i) privileging the shortest-latency spikes in LGN relay neurons through monosynaptic depolarization, and (ii) eliminating sluggish spikes in LGN relay neurons through delayed hyperpolarization via disynaptic GABAergic inputs from LGN interneurons and TRN neurons (39) (40) (41) , both of which receive glutamatergic CG input (12, 42) . Our model simulation supports this simple circuit mechanism and further suggests that a small increase in the weight of CG input is sufficient to reduce response latencies among LGN relay neurons (Fig. 4) . Our model simulation does not rule out additional mechanisms by which enhanced CG feedback could alter LGN responses. For example, CG feedback could alter the baseline conductance or conductance noise of postsynaptic LGN neurons, causing a change in the membrane time constant and leading to a more reliable input/output transfer function (43) . Changes in LGN response latencies could also result from global modulations of brain state or shifts in LGN spiking mode; however, we did not observe changes in EEG state (SI Appendix, The CG pathway is the first feedback circuit in the visual hierarchy. It is interesting to consider how CG neurons are initially activated to influence LGN temporal dynamics. Some CG neurons receive driving, monosynaptic input directly from the LGN (44) , and all CG neurons likely receive strong input from geniculocortical-recipient neurons in layer 4 (45, 46) . Because these subcortical and local inputs are stream-specific (44, 45) , CG neurons receive selective information about particular features of the visual world, as evidenced by their stream-specific physiological response properties (35) . Thus, particular features of a visual scene could trigger CG activation, causing streamspecific feedback activation of LGN ensembles via the circuit mechanism described above. Interestingly, CG feedback in a variety of species is known to operate on different timescales due to differential axon conduction velocities among the diverse CG neuronal types (35, 44, (47) (48) (49) (50) (51) . The large variation in axon conduction times suggests that different CG neurons may have shorter or longer timescales over which they can integrate incoming information. We observed similar effects on LGN response precision when CG neurons were intermittently optogenetically stimulated and when optogenetic stimulation was sustained, suggesting that the mechanism by which CG feedback alters LGN temporal precision may be consistent across CG activation timescales.
A strength of our study is our selective manipulation of CG neurons in a highly visual mammal. It is important to note that optogenetic stimulation, even when it is restricted to a single neuronal population located within a single cortical hypercolumn, probably does not mimic natural visual stimulation. How might our results differ if our experiment had been performed under more naturalistic conditions? There are a number of neuronal properties that should remain invariant to natural/unnatural stimulation and/or brain state. For example, axon condition latencies, visual response latencies, and visual response properties are for the most part invariant, whereas neuronal firing rates are reduced with anesthesia (44, 52, 53) . Our findings that are more dependent upon invariant properties, such as axon conduction latency, should hold up across a variety of conditions. Accordingly, the reduction in LGN response latency with enhanced CG feedback may remain consistent across visual stimulus conditions and arousal states. However, it is possible that other observations, such as the reduction in receptive field size and the reduction in response variance, may be more susceptible to natural versus unnatural visual stimulation conditions and changes in attention or arousal state. Optogenetic stimulation, like electrical stimulation, probably leads to increased synchronization of neuronal responses compared with natural visual stimulation. Given that CG axons conduct at different speeds, it is not clear how synchronized CG stimulation might impact LGN responses. Indeed, future studies using selective techniques to modulate CG activity in a naturalistic manner in alert, behaving, and highly visual mammals will be required to address these important questions.
Prior theoretical (39) (40) (41) 54) and experimental evidence (16) supports the hypothesis that CG feedback alters the timing of LGN responses. Here, we demonstrate concretely that CG feedback reduces the latency and variability of visually evoked responses, enhances the spike-timing precision of those responses, and sharpens the spatial receptive field. Sharpened temporal precision could lead to synchronization of activity among ensembles of LGN neurons (55) to increase the efficacy of feedforward information transmission from LGN to V1. In support of this hypothesis, we observed an increase in the precision of visually evoked responses among V1 neurons with LED stimulation of CG feedback. Overall, our results support the notion that the thalamus is much more than a simple sensory relay station. Corticothalamic circuits exert powerful influence over thalamic processing by controlling the timing and precision of sensory signals traveling from peripheral receptors to the sensory cortex. Thus, whereas feedforward sensory circuits convey information about features of the sensory environment, cortical feedback circuits are responsible for refining those signals.
Materials and Methods
Twenty adult female ferrets (Mustela putorius furo) were used in this study. All animal procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Dartmouth and conformed to the guidelines for animal use set forth by the US Department of Agriculture and NIH. To express the optogenetic cation channel channelrhodopsin2 and the fluorescent marker mCherry selectively in corticogeniculate neurons in the visual cortex, a genetically modified rabies virus (SADΔG-ChR2-mCherry) was injected into the lateral geniculate nucleus, where it was taken up by axon terminals at the injection site, including axons of CG neurons. G-deleted rabies virus cannot move transsynaptically, as wild-type rabies would, because the essential glycoprotein is not endogenously expressed (22) . Thus, G-deleted rabies virus acts like a retrograde tracer, traveling along axons to infect cell bodies. Rabies virus replicates within infected neurons, resulting in robust expression of proteins translated from viral genes including inserted genes of interest, in this case ChR2 and mCherry (21) . Injection of SADΔG-ChR2-mCherry into the LGN caused expression of ChR2 and mCherry in retinogeniculate neurons, thalamic reticular nucleus neurons, LGN interneurons, and CG neurons, because these populations have axon terminals in the LGN. Importantly, because CG neurons are the only visual cortical neurons with axon terminals in the LGN (26) (27) (28) , they are the only neurons in the cortex expressing ChR2 and mCherry following injection of virus into the LGN (Fig. 1C and SI Appendix, Fig.  S1 C and D) . Furthermore, injection of SADΔG-ChR2-mCherry into the white matter, hippocampus, ventricle, and somatosensory cortex did not result in any labeled neurons in the visual cortex (n = 9 animals), indicating that virus was not taken up by axons of passage. Of the 11 experimental animals included in this study, 2 animals were used for histology only, 6 animals were used to collect LGN physiology data (in 4 of these animals, V1 physiology data were also collected), and 3 animals were used to collect additional m-sequence data from LGN neurons. Of the 9 control animals, all were used for histology and physiological recordings in LGN, and 3 were used for physiological recordings in V1.
For a detailed description of the experimental methods, please refer to SI Appendix, Materials and Methods. Experimental methods are briefly summarized here. G-deleted rabies virus was surgically injected into the LGN of ferrets in sterile surgery using aseptic techniques. Location and depth of the LGN were determined neurophysiologically, and 5 μL SADΔG-ChR2-mCherry was injected through glass pipettes at the identified LGN location. Animals recovered for 7 to 11 d to allow for adequate expression of optogenetic proteins in infected CG neurons (21, 22) . Neurophysiological recordings were conducted in anesthetized and paralyzed animals 7 to 11 d following surgical injection of virus. Subcranial EEG was recorded to monitor anesthetic depth and brain state. All visual stimuli were designed with custom-written Matlab (MathWorks) command scripts, generated with a ViSaGe stimulus generation system (Cambridge Research Systems), and presented on a CRT monitor (ViewSonic) placed 45 to 60 cm in front of the animals' eyes. Visual stimuli included grayscale drifting sinusoidal gratings, phase-reversing gratings, and white noise m-sequence stimuli. Grating stimuli were presented for 2 s followed by 2 s of mean gray. Gratings were between 8 and 20°in diameter such that a single grating overlapped all simultaneously recorded neurons. When not varying, grating parameters were fixed at the preferred spatial and temporal frequencies of the majority of recorded LGN neurons, preferred orientation of recorded V1 neurons, and a contrast of 70%. All grating stimuli were displayed four times, twice with LED stimulation and twice without LED stimulation of CG feedback. M-sequence stimuli were 8 to 25°on each side of a square 24 × 24-pixel grid and were displayed for 10 to 20 min on each of two repeats, once with and once without LED stimulation of CG feedback. A blue LED was positioned over V1 with the cannula embedded in the agar overlying the cortex. Estimated LED power in layer 6 was a maximum of 1 mW/mm 2 , and relative spatial spread of the LED corresponded to approximately one functional hypercolumn in V1 (SI Appendix, Fig. S2F ). The LED was flashed at the same temporal frequency as drifting gratings and was on continuously during m-sequence presentation. Neuronal responses to LED-only stimulation were quantified by recording neuronal responses to LED flashes varying in flash frequency between 1 and 16 Hz.
Extracellular spikes and local field potentials were recorded from two multielectrode arrays inserted into the LGN (7-channel Eckhorn Matrix; Thomas Recording) and in V1 (24-contact U-Probe; Plexon). Recordings of LGN neurons, putative CG neurons (LED-responsive or LEDR), and other V1 neurons (non-LEDR) were recorded in experimental and control animals in response to presentations of visual stimuli alone or visual stimuli paired with LED stimulation.
LGN X and Y neurons were classified based on their responses to drifting gratings varying in contrast and temporal frequency. X neurons prefer higher-contrast stimuli and lower temporal frequencies (56), so we defined X neurons as those with contrast-to-evoke-half-maximal-response values ≥40% and highertemporal-frequency-to-evoke-half-maximal-response (TFhigh50) values on the order of ≤15 Hz. Y neurons respond to lower-contrast stimuli and follow higher temporal frequencies, so we defined Y neurons as those with c50 values <40% and TFhigh50 values greater than 15 Hz (average X TFhigh50, 15.5 ± 1.2 Hz; average Y TFhigh50, 20.4 ± 1.9 Hz). Quantifications of neuronal responses included spontaneous firing rate, average stimulus evoked firing rate per trial, maximum firing rate in response to preferred stimuli, average stimulus-evoked onset response latency as the time to reach 50% of the maximum firing rate following stimulus onset, magnitude of response as the integral of normalized tuning curves, and percentage of burst spikes among LGN neurons. Spiketriggered averages of frames preceding LGN spikes were measured for LGN neurons. From these STAs, classical receptive field widths as well as temporal modulations in peak pixel luminance were calculated. Spike-timing precision was quantified from LGN and V1 peristimulus-time histograms as the SD of the first spike time in each event (57) .
LGN responses were modeled as a weighted sum of retinal, CG, and inhibitory inputs according to the following equation: X LGN (t) = W RGC × X RGC (t) + W CG × X CG (t) + W Inh × X Inh (t + tau), where X(t)s are PSTHs, Ws represent weights, and tau is the disynaptic inhibition delay time. Latencies and time courses for retinal and inhibitory PSTHs were adapted from the literature (58) (59) (60) , and the CG PSTH was the average LEDR PSTH measured without LED stimulation.
Following neurophysiological recording sessions, animals were euthanized and perfused such that brain tissue could be removed and processed histologically. Antibody staining against mCherry was performed to permanently stain all virus-infected neurons.
